
Directions to DRDO Community Hall, CV Raman Nagar (Coming from Airport). 

1. Coming by Volvo --  In the Volvo bay at the Bangalore airport board the Volvo bus 

BIAS-08  or BIAS-08A  (do check if the bus is heading towards KR Puram bridge for 

confirmation). 

2. The bus will pass Hebbal, Nagawara Signal, Kalyan Nagar, Channasandra, Kasturi Nagar 

(in the same order) before reaching the KR Puram Bridge. Hebbal is exactly 27 Km from 

the airport. 

3. Get down just before the KR Puram Bridge (it’s the one which is built like suspension 

bridge with towers and cables holding the bridge platform for easy identification). There 

will be a foot over bridge. Take that to cross to the other side of the road. (this is called 

Old Madras Road) 

4. Catch an Auto from here and ask him to take you  to DRDO Community hall which 

comes in DRDO township in CV Raman Nagar. Distance of  Community Hall  is not 

more than 2.5 Km from here in any case. Auto should not charge more then 35-40  Rs. 

5. From this point of boarding the Autoabout 300 – 400 Mtr ahead there will be a magic box 

section (railway tracks overhead).  

6. Right after this on the left hand side is BATA Shoe store. Immediately next to it is a lane 

on the left hand side. If the auto takes this lane you have to go straight about 1 Km (no 

turns anywhere) and you ll see the DRDO township gate on your right hand side (with 

guards sitting beside it,marked in PINK color in the map). Enter this gate (entry allowed 

for mango people during the day) take the 1
st
 left and go another 100 Mtr. You ll find the 

community hall there.  Also, check with the guards wrt the directions to the Community 

hall. 

7. ELSE.. after the BATA shoe store the auto may go straight to the next signal(about 200 

mtrs). There will be a BIG BAZAAR on your left. At this signal take the left lane inside 

(just where Big bazaar ends). Go straight inside for about 500 Mtrs and you ll hit a small 

T  junction . Take a right and another 100-150 mtr you ll see the DRDO township gate on 

your right hand side (with guards sitting beside it, marked in PINK color in the map). 

Enter this gate (entry allowed for mango people during the day) take the 1
st
 left and go 

another 100 Mtr. You ll find the community hall there.  Also, check with the guards wrt 

the directions to the Community hall. 

 

Please refer to the map for more details. 

In case of any confusion do call our in house google map expert on 9019850117 (Sumit). :D 

  



Directions to DRDO Community Hall, CV Raman Nagar (Coming from City Railway Station ). 

1. Once you come out of the railway station  you need to take the Underpass to cross the 

road to reach Kempegowda bus stand. Catch bus no. 314-E (platform  no.18) which takes 

you to DRDO township. Alternately check with bus drivers/conductors for the bus no. to 

reach DRDO township in CV Raman Nagar. 

2. Just to clarify once you cross the road through the underpass,there are 2 bus stands side 

by side. One is for outstation buses and other is for city services buses (BMTC bus 

stand). You need to go to the BMTC bus stand. 

3. The bus will reach DRDO township going through the following stations in displayed 

order: 

 

4. Kempegowda Bus Station  

5. Maharini College  

6. Corporaton  

7. Bangalore Club  

8. Mayo Hall  

9. Halsur  

10. Indiranagar Police Station  

11. Thippasandra Cross  

12. Beml Gate  

13. Drdo Quarters  

14. Nagawarapalya  

15. Kaggadasapura  

16. Drdo Township 2nd Phase  

Get down at Nagawarapalya Bus Stand and ask for DRDO Community hall  in DRDO township. 

It ll be around 150-200  mtr from there. (refer to the map to see the way from  nagvarpalya bus 

stand to the community hall). 

Call  Sumit @ 9019850117  in case of issues.  

 

 

 


